Fillets are 0.1 inch

---

**Requirements for finished part unless otherwise specified**

- Tolerances fractional = 1/64
- Corner break (external) (serrur) = 0.02 to 0.05 (or equivalent)
- Fillet radius (internal) = 0.02 to 0.05
- General finish = 63 max

**Thread chamfer** (or CSK) = 1 to 1 1/2 threads deep

**Surface intersections** = 0.000 max

**Holes and features** to be on the 'A' = 1/64 max

---

**Tolerances unless otherwise specified**

**Dimensions shown** are in inches unless otherwise specified

---

**Thread** chamfer (or CSK) = 1 to 1 1/2 threads deep

**Surface intersections** = 0.000 max

---

**Material**

- Zamak-3

**Finish**

- Chrome

---

**Refrigerator Raiders**

Handle-Top View

---

**Drawing Location**

- Part Location .SLDPRT

---

**Name**

- Vinnie

**Date**

- 12/5/05

---

**Notes**

- Fillets are 0.1 inch

---
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